PARKES CENTRE SEMINAR SERIES 2001–2002

AHHRB Parkes Centre Seminar in association with the Dept of History
Celebrating the first anniversary of the AHHRB Parkes Centre

Professor Tony Kushner (University of Southampton)
_The Intimacy of Difference: Writing “Race” and the Mass-Observation Diaries_
Tuesday, 9 October 2001, 5.30pm
Avenue Campus, Room 1163

AHHRB Parkes Centre Seminar
Professor Geoffrey Hartman (Yale University, USA)
_Testimony and Authenticity_
Monday, 15 October 2001, 5.30pm
Avenue Campus, Lecture Theatre C

Parkes Institute Seminar
Dr Mark Clapson (University of Luton)
_The suburbanisation of Jews in postwar England and the USA_
Tuesday, 23 October 2001, 5.30pm
Avenue Campus, Room 1163

Parkes Institute Seminar
Dr Nils Roemer (University of Southampton)
_The City of Worms as a Theatre of Jewish Memory_
Tuesday, 6 November 2001, 5.30pm
Avenue Campus, Room 1163

AHHRB Parkes Centre Seminar
Dr Joanna Michlic (Fellow, US Holocaust Memorial Museum)
_Coming to Terms with the Troubling Past. Polish Public Debate on Jan Tomasz Gross’s Neighbours_
Tuesday, 20 November 2001, 5.30pm
Avenue Campus, Room 1163

Parkes Institute Seminar
in association with the Wessex Medieval Centre
Dr Patricia Skinner (University of Southampton)
_Confronting the “medieval” in medieval Jewish history_
Monday, 3 December 2001, 5.30pm
Avenue Campus, Room 1097

AHHRB Parkes Centre Seminar
Tom Lawson (University of Southampton)
_“The Splendid Image of a Christian Conscience Unbowed.” The Myth of Martin Niemöller and the Anglican Understanding of Nazism and the persecution of the Jews_
Tuesday, 5 February 2002, 5.30pm
Avenue Campus, Room 1163

The Jubilee Karten Lecture
Dr Dan Levene (University of Southampton)
_Curse or Blessing: What’s in the magic bowl?_
Tuesday, 19 February 2002, 5.30pm
Avenue Campus, Lecture Theatre C

AHHRB Parkes Centre Seminar
Professor Gideon Bohak (Tel Aviv University)
_Ethnic Jokes, Oriental Superstitious and Religious Intolerance in the Graeco–Roman World_
Tuesday, 5 March 2002, 4.30pm (NB time)
Avenue Campus, Room 1163

Parkes Institute/ AHHRB Parkes Centre Seminar
Professor Colin Richmond (Hartley Institute Fellow)
_Getting James Parkes right_
Tuesday, 19 March 2002, 5.30pm
Avenue Campus, Room 1163

Parkes Institute Seminar
Peter Gross (University of Leeds)
_Visualising a discourse. Solomon J. Solomon and the 1887 Anglo-Jewish Exhibition_
Tuesday 30 April 2002, 5.30pm
Avenue Campus, Room 1163
The Jubilee Parkes Lecture
Professor Todd Endelman (University of Michigan)
England – good or bad for the Jews?
Monday, 7 May 2002, 5.45pm
Avenue Campus, Lecture Theatre A

** ALL WELCOME **
Queries should be directed to Dr Jo Reilly, Parkes Centre, Dept. of History, University of Southampton, Southampton SO17 1BJ. Tel: 023 80592261; email: J.Reilly@soton.ac.uk